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The 共pre兲wetting behavior of an annealed polyelectrolyte 共PE兲 brush by an electrolyte solution that is
strongly segregated from an apolar phase is analyzed. In this complex interface, there are interactions on
various length scales. There are short-range interactions with the 共uncharged兲 surface, and there are interactions
on the length scale of the brush height. Using either the ionic strength or the water-surface interaction strength
as the control parameters, it is possible to approach and induce a wetting transition in this system. The
first-order wetting transition, promoted by favorable short-range substrate interactions with the surface, is in
competition with the wetting transition controlled by the detachment of the fluid interface from the periphery
of the PE brush. The electric double layer on top of the PE brush contributes with a repulsive forces to the
disjoining pressure that tends to thicken the wetting film, and therefore, the transition in all cases is first order.
Various phase portraits of the wetting phase diagram are envisioned. One of these features the crossing of two
prewetting lines. At the crossing point three surface states coexist. This triple point is analyzed in some detail
with the help of a molecular-level self-consistent field model.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.74.031803

PACS number共s兲: 82.35.Rs, 68.08.Bc, 68.47.Pe, 64.60.Cn

I. INTRODUCTION

The technological importance of dense layers of endgrafted polymer chains, so-called polymer brushes, cannot be
overestimated. A polymer brush is put on top of a surface
with the goal of tuning it to become compatible to the medium, making it functional, preventing its fouling, reducing
the friction, inducing repulsive forces between particles, or
modifying the wetting characteristics of a surface. In this
paper, we will discuss the wetting of an annealed polyelectrolyte 共PE兲 brush. More specifically our attention is drawn
to the wetting phase diagram, which has unusual features.
From the wetting phase diagram, one can read how the free
energy landscape is structured, i.e., whether or not a growing
wetting film may experience significant kinetic barriers. We
will show that for the PE brush this free energy landscape
can be far from smooth.
In wetting studies, one challenges an interface of interest
to a binary mixture of liquids that has a solubility gap. These
liquids may generically be called “oil” and “water.” Typically one is interested in how a wetting film develops when
the wetting compound, which is the minority compound in
the system, is added to the system. The surface covered by
the brush presents interactions to the wetting component on
more than one length scale. First of all, the wetting component has interactions with the substrate. These occur on a
short range 共distances of order the size of the water molecules兲. Second, there are interactions with the brush 共solvation兲. As the height of the brush is of order of the chain
length, these interactions may indeed be long range. In addition, there may be a van der Waals contribution that gives a
repulsive or an attractive contribution to the disjoining pressure in the film, which tends to thicken or thin the wetting
共water兲 film in between the surface and the oil phase 关1兴. The
van der Waals force decays as a power law and is thus relatively long range. This is a problem in fundamental wetting
1539-3755/2006/74共3兲/031803共10兲

studies dedicated to find ways to manipulate the wetting
phase diagrams.
Recently, we argued that when the substrate is made of a
polymer gel swollen by the wetting component, the van der
Waals interactions are essentially absent 关2,3兴. The same
must be true when the gel is made of cross-linked polyelectrolytes. Such polymer gels are unique systems to study wetting in the absence of van der Waals forces 共or formally
better: in the micro van der Waals force regime兲. Alternatively, one can take the height of the brush sufficiently large
such that the van der Waals forces will have hardly any influence on the wetting behavior. This means that it is completely determined by the 共tunable兲 brush. Below we will
therefore assume that the van der Waals contribution can
safely be ignored.
Our favorite way to investigate the wetting behavior is to
study 共or compute兲 adsorption isotherms. In an adsorption
isotherm, one presents the adsorbed amount of the wetting
component ⌫W 共e.g., the excess amount per unit area兲 as a
function of the concentration of the wetting compound in the
solvent mixture or, equivalently, the chemical potential of the
wetting compound W. The adsorbed amount is an increasing function of the chemical potential. Of relevance is to
know what happens when the concentration of the wetting
#
共the bulk bincompound reaches its saturation value at W
#
#
diverges, the
odal value兲 with the adsorbed amount ⌫W. If ⌫W
#
remains finite, the surface is in a nonwet
surface is wet. If ⌫W
state; the system is in the partial wetting regime. Transitions
from the nonwet to the wet state are called wetting transitions.
The classical wetting theory 关4兴 共which deals with interactions on just one length scale兲 shows that the wetting transition can be first or second order. A second-order wetting
transition, e.g., generated by a change of the temperature T,
#
smoothly and continuis characterized by the fact that ⌫W
ously goes from a finite to an infinite value upon the ap-
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proach of the wetting transition at TW. In a first-order wetting
#
transition, however, the adsorbed amount at coexistence ⌫W
remains finite for T ⬍ TW and jumps to infinite at T = TW. In a
mean-field theory, such a jump is accompanied by a van der
Waals loop in the adsorption isotherm. For T ⬎ TW, the van
*
lower than
der Waals loop occurs at a chemical potential W
*
#
the saturation value, i.e., for W ⬍ W. Sufficiently above the
wetting transition, the step in the isotherm disappears and the
adsorbed amount smoothly and monotonically increases as a
function of the chemical potential. The collection of all
*
W
共T兲 points presents a line in a wetting phase diagram. This
*
line is called the prewetting line. It starts at TW, where W
#
= W, and ends in the critical endpoint. In this paper, we are
interested in the prewetting features of the PE brush. Our
control parameters are the ionic strength and the watersurface interaction strength.
In a series of papers, we proved that the wetting of a
neutral polymer brush onto a substrate by a wetting component that strongly segregates from a majority liquid has various intricacies 关2,5,6,8兴. As the binary mixture of solvents is
taken far from the critical point, the wetting transition with a
solid substrate 共i.e., in the absence of the brush兲 is strongly
first-order. This means that one should expect a prewetting
line in the phase diagram due to this. However, the brush
presents also interactions on a larger length scale and the
interactions on the longest length scale eventually determine
whether the surface is wet or not. We have shown before that
the wetting transition of the brush is strongly coupled to the
adsorption of the polymer brush chains onto the water-oil
interface 关2兴. If the chains adsorb onto this interface, we
should expect chains grafted with one end to the substrate
bridging to the thin wetting film and reach the water-oil interface. This bridging effect causes an attractive contribution
to the disjoining pressure, and thus, there is partial wetting.
When, by some control parameter, one can gradually reduce
the affinity of the polymer to the water-oil interface, one
moves into the direction of the wetting transition. Exactly
when the critical adsorption of the polymer for the water-oil
interface is reached, one finds the wetting transition.
There are good reasons to believe that for neutral polymers the wetting transition is second order, and there is no
prewetting line associated with the detachment of the wateroil interface from the polymer brush. As soon as the wateroil interface is not reached by the grafted polymer chains,
there is no free energy contribution of the substrate any more
and the wetting film thickness can diverge smoothly 共in the
regime of vanishing van der Waals forces, i.e., when the
substrate is a solvent-swollen polymer gel兲. In summary,
there might be a prewetting-like line in the wetting phase
diagram, but this line is not connected to the wetting transition in this system. This feature is found as well in wetting
phase diagrams of the PE brush. At this point it should be
mentioned that, formally, the terminology that a prewetting
line is not connected to a wetting transition is potentially
confusing. We will however use this terminology below to
emphasize that the surface phase transitions occur off coexistence 共hence, the prefix “pre”兲.
In the present paper, we will focus on a polyelectrolyte
brush because we expect qualitatively different behavior for
this system. The reason for this is the following. A polyelec-

trolyte brush in excess solvent 共water plus ions, i.e., an electrolyte solution兲 has at its periphery a diffuse part of the
electric double layer, i.e., a Gouy-Chapman layer 关11兴. To
understand the order of the wetting transition, one should
focus on the detachment of the electrolyte-oil interface from
the polymer brush. Because of the diffuse electric double
layer, this should be a favorable process even after the brush
chains have stopped forming bridges between the grafting
surface and the water-oil interface. With increasing thickness
of the water film one will provide the Gouy-Chapman layer
with more space 共in the water phase兲 and this will effectively
contribute to a repulsive force, pushing the water-oil interface away from the PE brush. Because of this, we expect that
the wetting transition for the PE brush is not second order, as
for neutral polymer brushes, but first order. If this is true, we
anticipate finding a classical prewetting line in the wetting
phase diagram that is connected to the wetting transition. In
summary, there must be a prewetting line that is linked to the
short-range interactions and a prewetting line linked to the
detachment of the oil-water interface from the brush. A detailed model is needed to determine which of the two is the
leading one that determines whether the system is wet or not.
We use a molecularly realistic self-consistent field 共SCF兲
theory capable of accurately modeling the relevant phenomena anticipated at above. The model can accommodate the
phase equilibrium between the two solvents. It is able to
capture the formation of a brush and the adsorption of brush
chains onto a oil-water interface. It accounts for the electrostatic effects generated by the charged groups in the PE
brush. The theory also describes the salt ions in the system
that are needed to provide screening of the charges. All these
effects are essential elements in the analysis of the wetting
phase diagram. More specifically, we will be working with
an annealed PE brush for which the charge on the polymer
chains depends on the pH of the solution, the local concentration of ions, and also on the dielectric permittivity of the
medium. The instrument used to construct the wetting phase
diagram is the analysis of adsorption isotherms 共at fixed
ionic strength, pH, and grafting density, etc.兲.
In the following we will outline the SCF theory 共all approximations are mentioned relatively briefly兲, and give the
values of the parameters of the model when these are first
introduced. We will focus on a particular set of parameters
that serves our goal. Indeed, we choose, e.g., one special pH
value, and all but one of the interaction parameters are fixed
to some reasonable value. We haste to mention that these
parameters are such that they may well be realized in experiments, but we do not insist on them. It is also understood that
qualitatively the same behavior is found for, e.g., different
pH values. Of course, one then has to adjust the ionic
strength and possibly also tune the interaction parameters
with the surface, etc., to return to the same type of the free
energy landscape. In this paper, we are interested in the
crossing of two prewetting lines in a wetting phase diagram,
a phenomenon that is possible when two competing firstorder wetting transitions respond differently to a single control parameter. In other words, we will focus on the collection of possible phase portraits.
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II. SCF THEORY, THE MOLECULAR MODEL,
AND ITS PARAMETERS

In this paper, we use a SCF theory for an annealed polyelectrolyte brush composed of end-grafted chains with
pH-dependent charges in a binary liquid that has a solubility
gap 共water and oil兲. The control parameter for the wetting
phase diagram is the volume fraction of ions in the bulk
solution. In the present case, the bulk is the oil phase and it
is understood that fixing the ionic strength in the oil phase
will induce a much higher ionic strength in the water phase,
which will appear as a wetting film inside the brush. The salt
partition coefficient, which gives the ratio between the concentration of ions in the water-rich and oil-rich phases, is
simply related to the corresponding interaction parameters
that specify the solvation of ions in both the water and oil
phases.
As analytical solutions are not within reach, we have to
resort to numerical solutions of the SCF equations. For this
we need a discretization scheme. We use the ScheutjensFleer method for this 关12–15兴. The present problem brings a
large number of issues together, but all of them have been
discussed before in the open literature. We feel that it is not
necessary to go into full detail of the theory here. When we
lay down the molecular model we will explain briefly how
the SCF model deals with the degrees of freedom in the
system and how it accounts for various interactions.
We consider a half-infinite space next to an impenetrable
solid boundary. The surface is referred to as S. Although it is
an approximation in many systems, we take the surface to be
relatively hydrophilic and uncharged. Next to the surface, we
have parallel layers of lattice sites with characteristic length
b = 0.3 nm 共based on the size of water molecules兲. The layers
are numbered z = 1 , . . . , M, where typically M = 200. At the
system boundary, the bulk conditions are found and boundary effects are minimized by invoking mirrorlike reflecting
boundary conditions. Formally, we thus use a pair of surfaces
a distance H = 400b apart.
The PE brush is assumed to be composed of a string of
acid groups 关16兴. These segments have the generic name A,
and the segments occur in two possible states A1 ⬅ HA and
A2 ⬅ A or generally Ak, where k = 1 , 2. These segments are in
equilibrium through the reaction HA+ H2O  A− + H3O+ with
an equilibrium constant pKA = 6 共for concentrations in dimensionless units; 55 moles of water correspond to a volume
fraction of W = 1兲. At this point, it is clear the valence vA1
= 0 and vA2 = −1. Water W occurs in three states W1 ⬅ H2O,
W2 ⬅ OH−, and W3 ⬅ H3O+ with the equilibrium dimensionless constant pKW = 17.5, wherein the valences vW1 = 0, vW2
= −1, and vW3 = 1. All other segments have one state: k = 1.
We consider monovalent salt Na with valence vNa = 1 and Cl
with valence vCl = −1, and finally a monomeric apolar monomer with generic name B. As a result the segment types are
X = S , W , Na, Cl, A , B.
Within the layers of lattice sites we are going to implement a mean-field approximation, which allows us to specify
the volume fraction of each species X共z兲. Characteristic for
a SCF theory is that conjugated to the segment volume fractions there are self-consistent potentials uX共z兲. Most of the
contributions in the potential u共z兲 are local, i.e., they depend

on the properties at the coordinate z. However, in wetting
problems it is essential that nonlocal contributions, terms that
depend on z⬘ ⫽ z, are included as well. These nonlocal contributions arise, e.g., from the fact that segments interact with
neighbors that sit on different coordinates. These nonlocal
effects are included using the so-called site fractions and are
depicted by angular brackets. For some quantity P共z兲, we
write
具P共z兲典 = 1 P共z − 1兲 + 0 P共z兲 + 1 P共z + 1兲
⬇ P共z兲 + 1

2 P共z兲
.
 z2

共1兲

The  parameters present the a priori probability to find a
neighboring lattice site in the same layer 0 or in an adjoining layer 1.
We present the full expression for the segment potentials
关16–18兴 and use the opportunity to mention the interactions
that are accounted for in the SCF theory. The segment potential uXk, which is the free energy needed to bring a segment from the bulk 共where the potential is zero兲 to the coordinate, and the corresponding Boltzmann weight GXk共z兲
depends both on the segment type X as well as on the internal state k of the segments
− ln GXk共z兲 = uXk共z兲 = u⬘共z兲 + 兺 XkYl具Yl共z兲 − bYl典
Y,l

1
+ vXk⌿共z兲 − ⑀0共⑀X − 1兲E2共z兲.
2

共2兲

The first term in 共2兲 is a Lagrange field coupled to the incompressibility constraint 兺XX共z兲 = 1. Physically this contribution is the work needed to create space at coordinate z
such that a segment can be inserted. As all segments are of
the same size, the value of u⬘共z兲 does not depend on the
segment type nor the internal state in which the segment is.
The second term in 共2兲 accounts for the short-range interactions between molecular species, which is implemented
using the Bragg-Williams approximation. The angular brackets 共essential for the modeling of the water-oil interface兲 are
needed to account for the nonlocal nature of the interactions.
The Flory-Huggins parameters give the strength of interactions 关19兴. In an incompressible system, it suffices to specify
these parameters only for unlike contacts and these may also
depend on the internal state. In principle, there are eight
types of distinct segment states in the solution which gives
28 independent FH parameters. As can be seen in Table I, we
use only a small number of different parameters. In most
cases, we do not make a distinction in what state a segment
is. Only for the acid groups we take it that the charged component is strongly repelled by the oil phase and the oil is an
athermal 共good兲 solvent for the uncharged segment. Referring to Table I, we have chosen for the following parameters.
All charged segments and the water molecules are repelled
equally strong from the oil phase. This leads to a binodal
#
⬇ 0.03787. The polymer units have  conditions
value W
 = 0.5 with the water molecules and the small ions. For various water soluble PE systems, this setting is a reasonable
choice. We assumed that the ions are ideally solvated by
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TABLE I. Compilation of the short-range FH interaction parameters, the valences, and the relative
dielectric constants. In the final column, the alternative names for the various components is presented for
ease of reference.



S

H 2O

OH−

H 3O +

Na

Cl

AH

A

B

v

⑀

Alias

S
H 2O
OH−
H 3O +
Na
Cl
AH
A
B

0
−1
−1
−1
0
0
0
0
0

−1
0
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.5
3.5

−1
0
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.5
3.5

−1
0
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.5
3.5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.5
3.5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.5
0.5
3.5

0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0
0

0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0
0
3.5

0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
0
3.5
0

0
0
0
0
1
−1
0
−1
0

80
80
80
80
5
5
2
2
2

Surface
W1
W2
W3
Kation
Anion
A1
A2
Oil

water. In experimental situations, the ions may not necessarily be ideal. We refrain from these complications here. As the
surface has a fixed density 关S共0兲 = 1兴, we need, in principle,
to specify eight interactions with the surface and it is possible to set, e.g., SB = 0 as the reference for the surface contact. As can be seen in Table I, for simplicity, we only introduced a nonzero adsorption energy for the water component.
The default value is WS = −1, but we will show the effect of
small variations for this interaction strength.
The third term in the segment potential 共2兲 is the classical
electrostatic one. Here we use the dimensionless electrostatic
potential ⌿ ⬅ e / 共kBT兲, where e is the elementary charge
and  the electrostatic potential in volts. The value of the
valence vXk depends on the segment and on the internal state
共see Table I兲 and was introduced above already. The electrostatic potential is found from the Poisson equation



q共z兲
⑀共z兲 = −
z
z
⑀0

共3兲

when the charge density distribution q共z兲 = 兺X,kevXkXk共z兲
and the relative dielectric permittivity profile ⑀共z兲
= 兺X⑀XX共z兲 are known. In the latter equation, we used the
ansatz that a volume fraction weighted average is a reasonable approximation for this profile. The segment-typedependent quantities are listed in Table I. In short, we have
implemented a default value of ⑀ = 80. The oil, the polymer,
and the ions are taken to deviate from this, where for the first
two, a value of 2 and for the ions a value of 5 is chosen
共quite arbitrarily兲. The latter value is expected to be of minor
importance because basically in the oil phase the dielectric
constant is dominated by the B units and the dielectric constant is low. In the aqueous wetting film, the relative dielectric constant will be close to 80 because water will dominate
here. The volume fraction weighted average will provide a
reasonable intermediate value at the oil-water interface. We
note that a discrete version of Eq. 共3兲 is implemented on the
lattice, which correctly accounts for the variations of the dielectric permittivity.
The fourth term in Eq. 共2兲 is needed because there are
gradients in the dielectric permittivity in the system. It accounts for the fact that molecules are polarized in regions

with an electric field E ⬅ − / z. In short, the dipole induced by the field is proportional to the electric field, and the
energy gain 共hence, the minus sign兲 is also proportional to
the electric field, hence, the E2 dependence. The factor of 1/2
corrects for the fact that there is an entropy loss due to the
polarization.
The remaining property of the system that needs to be
discussed is the evaluation of the volume fractions for given
segment potentials. For this, it is convenient to define segment weighting factors GX共z兲 = 兺i␣bk GXk共z兲, where ␣bk is the
probability that a segment is in state k when it is placed in
the bulk solution, i.e., in the absence of the electrostatic potential, electric fields, etc. This quantity is, in our case, only
a function of the pH and pK values. Of course 兺k␣bk = 1 in all
cases. For the monomeric components the volume fractions
are found from X共z兲 = XbGX共z兲, and the state dependent distributions follow from Xk共z兲 = ␣Xk共z兲X共z兲. It is relatively
b
simply seen that ␣Xk共z兲 = ␣Xk
GXk共z兲 / GX共z兲.
For the chain molecules, it is necessary to account for the
grafting requirement of the first segment of the chain and for
the conformational degrees of freedom. Such computations
require enormous CPU time if all chains must be selfavoiding. However, when the chains become strongly
stretched, the self-intersecting is not very likely and one can
safely go to a more primitive chain model. More specifically
we have implemented the freely jointed chain model because
for this an efficient method is available to evaluate the single
chain partition function. Let the chain have segments with
segment ranking numbers s = 1 , . . . , N 共all segments are of
the type A兲, below we will use N = 100, then the volume
fraction distribution of segment s is found by

共z,s兲 =

G共z,s兩1,1兲G共z,s兩N兲

,
G共N兩1,1兲
GA共z兲

共4兲

where  is the number of chains per unit area. We will fix
this quantity to  = 2 / 100 such that the chains are well in the
brush regime. Equation 共4兲 features the Green’s function of
the type G共zs , s 兩 zt , t兲, which is interpreted as the statistical
weight of all possible and allowed conformations that start
with segment s⬘ = t, which is at coordinate zt and ends with
segment s⬘ = s at coordinate zs. If in such a Green’s function
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a coordinate is missing, it is understood that the integration
over this coordinate has been performed, i.e., G共N 兩 1 , 1兲
= 兺zG共z , N 兩 1 , 1兲. Indeed, G共N 兩 1 , 1兲 contains the statistical
weight of all possible conformations that start with segment
s = 1 just next to the surface z = 1, and this is the single chain
partition function. The subpartition functions that occur in
Eq. 共4兲 are generated by a propagator scheme
G共z,s兩1,1兲 = GA共z兲具G共z,s − 1兩1,1兲典

共5兲

G共z,s兩N兲 = GA共z兲具G共z,s + 1兩N兲典,

共6兲

and these are started using G共z , s 兩 1 , 1兲 = GA共z兲␦共z , 1兲, where
␦共z , 1兲 = 1 when z = 1 and zero; otherwise, G共z , N 兩 N兲 = GA共z兲
for all z, respectively. These propagators are the discrete
counterparts of the continuous Edwards diffusion equation
关20兴.
We have discussed how the segment potentials follow
from the segment volume fractions and how the volume fractions are computed from the segment potentials. The mutual
consistency is enforced by some numerical algorithm. This
algorithm operates under a few constraints, namely, that the
bulk solution is completely filled by 共in this case monomeric
compounds, i.e., 兺X⫽S,AXb = 1, and that the bulk is electroneutral, i.e., 兺Y bY vY = 0, where Y = Na, Cl, W2 , W3. The electroneutrality of the system itself remains zero by enforcing
the Poisson equation with the reflecting boundary condition
at z = M, where E共M兲 = 0. We choose 1 = 0 = 1 / 3. All numerical results have at least seven significant digits.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we will present a set of selected results
aimed to illustrate the complexity of the wetting phase diagram in the case of the polyacid brush in a mixed solvent. In
particular, our interest is in the parameters near the wetting
transition, especially those parameter for which the surface is
just wet. Adsorption isotherms should therefore diverge as
the chemical potential of the wetting component, which is
the water component, approaches the bulk binodal.
Let us first discuss a typical adsorption isotherm for sb
共oil兲
b
b
⬅ Cl
= Cl
= 4 ⫻ 10−7 and ␣W3
= 10−9 共recall W3 = H3O+兲.
The first quantity determines the ionic strength, and the second one fixes the chemical potential of the protons and thus
the pH to a value near the neutral pH value. In Fig. 1共a兲, we
present the adsorbed amount of water as a function of the
logarithm of the bulk volume fraction of water 共in the oil
phase兲, and in Fig. 1共b兲, the corresponding free energy per
unit surface area again as a function of the volume fraction
of solvent in the 共oil兲 phase.
Referring to Fig. 1共a兲, it is seen that the adsorption isotherm features a pair of van der Waals loops. The loop at low
adsorbed amounts has one spinodal point at supersaturated
b
values presented in this
concentrations well above the W
figure. The second spinodal at subsaturated volume fractions
b
⬇ 0.03739. The binodal, which connects a system
is at W
with just a gas of water molecules at the surface with a
*
⬇ 0.03765. Then a secmicroscopic water film, occurs at W
ond van der Waals loop is found that represents a surface

FIG. 1. 共a兲 The adsorbed amount of water ⌫W as a function of
the logarithm of the bulk volume fraction of water 共in the oil phase兲
b
W
. Three points are indicated on the adsorption isotherm at one
b
value of W
typical for the “gas” phase, the microscopically thin
film, and the mesoscopically thin film. 共b兲 The surface free energy
b
⌬ in units of kBT / b2 as a function of W
. The dotted vertical line
#
correspond to the bulk binodal W = 0.03787. The vertical line with
*
b
label “gas to microscopic” is place at W
= W
= 0.03765, where the
first step in the adsorption isotherm occurs. The vertical line with
**
b
label “micro-” to “mesoscopic” is place at W
= W
= 0.0377, where
the second step in the isotherm occurs.

phase transition that is only weakly first order. Two spinodal
**
points bracket a binodal found at W
⬇ 0.0377 and connects
a microscopically thin water film with a mesoscopically thin
one. The adsorption isotherm smoothly diverges upon the
approach of the volume fraction of water in the bulk toward
the binodal value. This indicates that for the present set of
parameters the surface is wet. The two van der Waals loops
are connected to the two types of interaction with the substrate. The one at the lower adsorbed amount is linked to the
affinity of water for the substrate. In the absence of the
brush, this loop must have caused the first-order wetting
transition in the system. The second loop is associated with
the detachment of the water film from the brush. Again, the
fact that there is a loop in the isotherm is the direct proof that
the wetting transition is first order when the detachment of
the brush chains from the oil-water interface is the most sig*
**
and W
in combination with
nificant event. The steps at W
the value of the control parameters 共sb or SW兲 are points on
prewetting lines in the wetting phase diagrams presented in
Figs. 4–7.
In the adsorption isotherm, we have marked three points
**
, the first one is characfor the bulk volume fraction of W
teristic for the molecularly distributed water molecules 共gas兲
at the surface, the second one is labeled “microscopic,” and
the third one is called the mesoscopic film. More detailed
information for these points are given in Figs. 2 and 3. Before discussing these, we like to point to Fig. 1共b兲, in which
the characteristic surface free energy ⌬ is presented as a
function of the logarithm of the bulk volume fraction of water. Here, ⌬ = F − 兺ini共i − #i 兲 where F is the Helmholtz en-
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FIG. 3. 共a兲 The electrostatic potential profile corresponding to
the three indicated points on the adsorption isotherm of Fig. 1, the
gas 共short dashed line兲, the microscopic 共solid line兲, the mesoscopic
b
thin 共long dashed line兲 film for the stable surface layers at W
= 0.0377. 共b兲 The corresponding distributions of the 1:1 electrolyte
ions in log-lin coordinates.
FIG. 2. The volume fraction profile of the brush 共solid line兲, the
water 共short dashed line兲, and the oil 共long dashed line兲 for 共a兲 the
gas phase, 共b兲 the microscopically thin film, and 共c兲 the mesoscopically thin film at the points indicated in the adsorption isotherm of
b
Fig. 1共a兲 for the stable surface layers at W
= 0.0377. All parameters
as in Fig. 1.

ergy and the sum runs over all molecular components i that
are not grafted. For full details, we refer to the literature 关15兴.
For each van der Waals loop 关of Fig. 1共a兲兴, there is a cusped
figure in Fig. 1共b兲. The spinodal points represents the cusps.
The crossing of the lines points to the binodal. The binodal is
either located by the plot of the surface free energy versus
the 共logarithm兲 phibulk of the solvent or by some equal area
construction using the van der Waals loops of Fig. 1共a兲. The
first procedure is the simplest and the most accurate.
Space does not allow us to analyze in full depth the structure of the polymer brush in the mixed solvent systems. We
have visited this problem extensively in other publications
and refer to these works for more details 关21兴. Nevertheless,
it is instructive to briefly give some insight into the structure
of the interface at some characteristic points along the adsorption isotherm. The stable parts of the adsorption isob
⬎ 0. Indeed, there
therm are characterized by ⌫W /  ln W
are three regions of stability. In the first stable region of the
isotherm, there is just a minute amount of water at the substrate. Hence, we call this the gas-phase solution. The profile
of water, oil and polymer is given in Fig. 2共a兲. 共This result is
typical for all surface states labeled “gas,” which are discussed below.兲 The corresponding electrostatic potential profile is presented in Fig. 3共a兲, and the distributions of the two
types of ions are presented in Fig. 3共b兲. The polymer is
mostly in the oil phase, while the profile has clearly a parabolic shape. Only in the thin water layer near the surface has
some polymer segment accumulated, and one finds polymer
segments that are dissociated. Because of the low dielectric

constant, these few charges generate a very large electrostatic
potential of approximately  = −200 mV, which decays very
slowly in the oil phase.
The second part of the isotherm with a stable amount of
water in the brush is found when the water film is 3–35
lattice layers thick 共1 – 10 nm兲. We will refer to this solution
as the microscopically thin water film. A typical example for
all surface states to be referred to as “mesoscopic” is shown
in Fig. 2共b兲. Here various chains “travel” from the surface to
the oil-water interface. The bridging chains are more or less
homogeneously stretched 共the profile is nearly flat兲. At the
oil-water interface a significant adsorption of polymer units
is found. Such conformations are typically referred to as
flowerlike in the literature 关7兴. The electrostatic potential in
the water film is more or less homogeneous 关cf. Fig. 3共a兲兴,
and the water film is loaded with counterions 关cf. Fig. 3共a兲兴.
The locally high counterion concentration is caused by the
high electrostatic potential in the water phase. Even though
there are many more charged polymer segments, the maximum electrostatic potential did not change much with increasing water content.
The third part of the isotherm with a stable amount of
water near the surface is found for film thicknesses in excess
of 15 nm. We will refer to these states as the mesoscopically
thin film. The result of Fig. 2共c兲 is a typical example for
which a few polymer chains still touch the oil-water interface. The electrostatic potential is high throughout the
strongly stretched brush chains, and the counterion concentration is high as in the previous case. Both brush profiles in
Figs. 2共a兲 and 2共c兲 are mostly in a homogeneous medium.
The two profiles differ enormously. Indeed, when the brush
is in the oil, the chain is uncharged and the neutral parabolic
shape is found. When the brush is in the water phase, it is
mostly charged and the counterions that compensate most of
the brush charges cause a local high osmotic pressure such
that the polymer brush is highly swollen.
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b
FIG. 4. Wetting phase diagram in the coordinates W
where the
steps occur in the isotherm as a function of the affinity of water for
the surface SW. All other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1. The
crossing of the 共prewetting兲 lines occurs at a triple point 共where
three surface layers coexist兲 is indicated. The line labeled gas#
meso共scopic兲 hits the bulk binodal 共W
indicated with a horizontal
W
arrow兲 at SW
= SW ⬇ 0.135 共indicated by a vertical arrow兲. The
microscopic-to-mesoscopic transition is only a stable transition
triple
when SW ⬍ SW
. For the lower adsorption affinities, this loop occurs in a metastable branch of the other transition and we dotted this
transition line. The transition from gas to microscopic changes at
the triple point into the gas to mesoscopic one. Note the change in
slope of this prewetting line at the triple point.

For the line of arguments, it is significant to mention that
in all three cases presented above there exists a significant
diffuse electric layer on top of the water film inside the oil
phase. Indeed, it would be much better for the system to have
the diffuse double layer fully inside a medium with a high
dielectric permittivity. Consistent with this, we find that the
adsorbed amount of water ⌫W becomes a steeply increasing
function of the bulk concentration of water 共cf. Fig. 1兲; in#
.
deed, it diverges upon the approach of W
It is significant to know how the adsorption isotherms
change as a function of some of the parameters in the system.
We first consider the affinity of water for the surface. This
affinity is given by the SW parameter. This short-range interaction parameter can only influence the adsorption isotherms for low adsorbed amounts, i.e., it can only influence
the position of the lower van der Waals loop, that is for low
values of ⌫W. This is in line with the wetting phase diagram
b
for
presented in Fig. 4, where the bulk volume fractions W
which the two loops occur are given as a function of SW 共the
points at SW = −1 are extracted from Fig. 1兲. With decreasing
affinity for the surface, the transition point for the lower van
b
values. The transition
der Waals loop shifts to higher W
points for the second van der Waals loop are completely
unaffected by changes in SW. The two lines in this wetting
phase diagram cross each other at a triple point. At this point,
three surface states coexist, i.e., three surface states are stable
solutions for the given bulk volume fraction. The volume
fraction profiles shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are very similar to
these three surface states: there is the gas, the microscopic,
triple
, there is just one
and the mesoscopic film. For SW ⬎ SW
observable surface phase transition left in the system,
namely, one from the gas to the mesoscopically thin film.
The other transition is “hidden” in the loop at subsaturated
concentrations of this remaining van der Waals loop. As an

FIG. 5. The wetting phase diagram in the coordinates of the
volume fraction of water in the bulk 共oil兲 phase where steps in the
isotherm take place as a function of the salt volume fraction in the
oil phase. The interaction parameter of water with the surface is
fixed to SW = −1. The triple point and the wetting transition are
indicated. At the triple point, the transition from microscopic to
mesoscopic switches from a stable transition to a metastable one
共dashed line兲, and the gas-to-microscopic transition switches to the
gas-to-mesoscopic transition. The latter curve is connected to the
wetting transition.

equal area construction is still possible for this metastable
loop, we have dotted this microscopic-to-mesoscopic transition in Fig. 4. With decreasing affinity, the loop labeled gas
to mesoscopic hits the bulk binodal at the wetting transition
W
value SW
⬇ 0.135. At extremely negative values of SW, far
outside the plotted range, there is a critical endpoint of the
gas-to-microscopic phase transition.
Potentially more exiting wetting phase diagrams are expected when it is possible to influence both 共prewetting兲 transitions with the same control parameter. Both the microscopically thin as well as the mesoscopically thin film are
characterized by a locally dissociated polymer brush, which
necessarily will respond to the ionic strength. Also the formation of the gas phase is likely to respond to the ionic
strength. As a result, the ionic strength, given by sb, is a
natural control parameter to influence both transitions. In
Fig. 5, the wetting phase diagram is shown wherein the ionic
strength in the oil phase was used as the control parameter.
Again, we mention that the total volume fraction of counterions in the water film 共inside the charged brush兲 is many
orders of magnitude larger. As can be seen from Fig. 5, for
which the interaction of water for the surface was fixed to
SW = −1, we find once again two crossing lines. A line in a
wetting phase diagram represents a surface phase transition.
The labeling of the lines is identical to that in Fig. 4. Indeed,
both transitions show a clear response on the change of the
ionic strength. With increasing ionic strength, the system approaches the wetting condition. In this case, the wetting transition is found to be sW ⬇ 3.8⫻ 10−7. Again, the two prewetting lines cross at a triple point where the gas, the
microscopically thin, and the mesoscopically thin films coexist. As in Fig. 4, only one of the prewetting lines is linked
to the wetting transition. It is the line that is labeled “gas to
microscopic” above the triple point and “gas to mesoscopic”
below the triple point. The prewetting line with the label
“microscopic to mesoscopic” is observable above the triple
point, but becomes within the van der Waals loop of the
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b
FIG. 6. The wetting phase diagram as W
共sb兲, similar to the one
presented in Fig. 5 with the same parameter setting except SW = 0.

other transition below the triple point. Hence, we have
dashed this curve in this region. The critical end point of the
microscopic-to-mesoscopic transition occurs near the triple
point, i.e., at sb ⬇ 6 ⫻ 10−7. The critical point of the other
prewetting line is far outside the plotted region at sb ⬇ 6
⫻ 10−6. The prewetting lines are nearly straight lines; however, at the triple point they change their slopes.
For the next wetting phase diagram, presented in Fig. 6,
we have changed the affinity of the water for the surface and
have selected SW = 0. From the above 共cf. Fig. 4兲, we know
that the adsorption energy has the effect near the surface and
that the gas-to-microscopic or the gas-to-mesoscopic transition is affected by this and much less the transition from the
microscopic to mesoscopic water layers. In general, we thus
expect that the triple point moves to higher sb values the
lower the short-range affinity of water for the surface. In line
with this, one can see in Fig. 6 that the two prewetting lines
have shifted with respect to each other to such an extend that
they no longer cross each other. In this particular case, the
prewetting line representing the microscopic-to-mesoscopic
transition is buried completely within the van der Waals loop
of the other transition. As before, these transitions are not
observable and we therefore have dashed the line. The
prewetting line associated to the wetting transition at sb
⬇ 3.78⫻ 10−7 represents the jump in the adsorbed amount of
the water component from the gas phase directly into the
mesoscopically thin film. Both prewetting lines are, to a
good approximation, straight lines, and the critical end point
of the “hidden” transition is again near sb ⬇ 6 ⫻ 10−7. It is
perfectly possible to find some value for the adsorption en*
, for which the prewetting line for the gas to mesoergy SW
scopic layer transition is touching the hidden prewetting line
such that the critical endpoint occurs at the same ionic
strength as the first-order transition due to the surface interactions. From the results, we may estimate this adsorption
*
⬇ −0.1.
energy to be slightly below zero, i.e., SW
With increasing affinity of the water for the surface, i.e.,
more negative SW values, we expect the shift of the triple
points toward lower ionic strength. To illustrate that this is
possible, we present the final wetting phase diagram for the
case that SW = −1.5 in Fig. 7. We have chosen SW such that
the two prewetting come together near the wetting transition.
Unlike in Fig. 6, both prewetting lines are experimentally
observable. This means that we can have adsorption iso-

b
FIG. 7. The wetting phase diagram as W
共sb兲, similar to the one
presented in Fig. 5 with the same parameter setting except SW
= −1.5.

therms with two consecutive steps. The first one is from the
gas to the microscopically thin water layer, the second from
the microscopic thin to the mesoscopic thin layer. As the
wetting transition is associated with the transition at the
longer length scale, it is the latter that is connected to the
wetting transition. In this particular case, the wetting transition is found for sb ⬇ 2.2⫻ 10−7.
As shown in Fig. 6, it is possible to find a value for the
**
such that the
adsorption energy of water for the surface SW
two prewetting lines intersect exactly at the wetting transition point. In this case, the triple point and the wetting transition coincide. In this system, this occurs for SW extremely
**
= −1.5.
close to SW
For the case that SW ⬍ −1.5, we find detached prewetting
lines. Interestingly, in this regime of adsorption energies the
wetting transition becomes independent of the strength of
which the solvent is attracted to the surface. For values of the
ionic strength less than the wetting transition, i.e., for sb
⬍ 2.2⫻ 10−7, the system is in the partial wetting regime. Interestingly, one may still find the prewetting step from the
gas to the microscopically thin film in an adsorption isotherm
for such low ionic strength cases. However, in such a case
the water film will not grow to macroscopic sizes when the
#
. This phenomenon was also
bulk binodal is reached at W
found for the neutral polymer brush for a large range of
values of the control parameter 关8兴 and is related to results
for the wetting of alkanes of the air-water interface in the
presence of surfactants. Here this phenomenon is referred to
as pseudopartial wetting 关9,10兴.
In summary, we have shown that a polyacid brush can be
wetted by salty water from an apolar 共oil兲 phase. The brush
presents interactions to the electrolyte solution on two length
scales. The short-range interactions with the surface can
compete with the longer-range interactions that have to do
with the solvation of the polyacid brush. We have seen that
the wetting transition in these systems is first order. It is
possible to have wetting transitions that are controlled by the
short-range surface interactions and wetting transitions that
are linked to the detachment of the water-oil interface from
the charged brush. This intricate behavior has various unusual consequences. One of these is that there are two
prewetting lines in the wetting phase diagram, whereas there
is just one wetting transition.
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Above we have shown that it is possible to find a set of
parameters for which the two prewetting lines cross each
other in the wetting phase diagram at a triple point. It is
possible to collect all possible triple points in the system.
These triple points all lay on the dashed line of Fig. 6. In
general, the triple points have very special implications. At
the triple point, three surface states coexist. This means that
on the surface one should find, at such special point, locally
a very thin film 共gas兲, somewhere else a microscopically thin
film and again somewhere else a mesoscopically thin film,
all in mutual equilibrium.
For another interesting consequence, we return to Fig. 7.
For the ionic strength sb ⬍ 2.2⫻ 10−7, the system is in the
partial wetting regime. The prewetting line labeled “gas to
#
, e.g., for a particular value of
microscopic” can still reach W
#
the adsorption energy SW = SW ⬍ −1.5. As the surface is
nonwet, it means that a macroscopic drop of electrolyte solution meets the interface with a finite contact angle. At the
three-phase contact line, we can now have two coexisting
film thicknesses. One may be identified by the microscopically thin film and the other one is the gas phase. This result
is a natural consequence for the pseudopartial wetting phenomenon, and for related systems, there may be experimental evidence that this effect can indeed occur 关5兴.
When an electrolyte solution is presented to a polyacid
brush when the surface is wet 共i.e., for sb ⬎ 2.2⫻ 10−7兲, a
thick wetting layer should form. Close enough to the wetting
transitions, there are however a few surface phase transitions
that may present kinetic barriers. First-order surface phase
transitions have metastable branches associated with these,
and we may expect to have significant hysteresis effects in
the formation of the wetting films. The complexity of the
wetting phase diagram has been outlined above, and this may
help us to understand it. We hope that our theoretical analysis
will stimulate experiments in this direction.

polyacid chain to dissociate freely in the aqueous water film.
This dissociation promotes the wetting. The electric double
layer above the surface gives a repulsive contribution that
thickens the wetting film because it favors the water-phase
over the oil phase. When the water-surface interaction is only
marginally strong, the wetting transition becomes under control of this parameter. Because the water-oil system is far
from its critical conditions, therefore the wetting transitions
are again first order. The portraits feature two prewetting
lines connected to the two types of interaction. The lines can
be separated, but they can also cross each other. The crossing
point represents a triple point for which there are three film
thicknesses coexisting at the surface at some bulk volume
fraction of water less than the bulk binodal: 共i兲 There is the
gas phase, for which there is very little water at the surface
and the polymer brush is in the neutral state with a parabolic
profile, i.e., apart from the hump near the surface 共z ⬍ 5兲 and
the exponentially decaying profile for z ⬎ 25, the profile can
be fitted by a parabola 关共z兲 ⬀ H2 − z2 where H is a measure
of the size of the brush兴. 共ii兲 There is the microscopic state,
where the brush chains have an inhomogeneous conformation with a strongly stretched stem going from the surface to
the oil-water interface and the remaining segments are associated with this L/L interface. 共iii兲 There is the mesoscopically thin adsorbed water layer where the brush is strongly
stretched due to the osmotic pressure of the counterions resides completely in the water film. However, the electric
double layer is still partly in the oil phase. A complex wetting phase diagram points to the rather rough free energy
landscape the electrolyte solution finds itself in when it wets
the polyacid brush. Even though the parameters may be such
that the surface should be wet, there may be long-lived metastable states of partially developed wetting films. These and
other effects should be of interest to experimentalists.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using a detailed self-consistent field theory, we were able
to generated a set of portraits of the wetting phase diagram of
a polyacid brush wetted by an electrolyte solution. We argued that the electrolyte solution sees two types of interaction in this system. Both interactions have the intrinsic possibility to generate a first-order wetting transition in this
system. For very strong water-surface affinity, we have
shown that the wetting transition is just a function of the
ionic strength. A high enough ionic strength enables the
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